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Abstract. Time-dependent density-functional theory (DFT) leads to a formally exact eigenvalue
equation for determining excitation energies. In an adiabatic approximation, we have first calculated
the lowest excitation energies for various neutral atoms and positively charged atomic ions, for
comparison with experimental data. Then, to gain further insight, the time-dependent theory
is reformulated by using the chemical potential equation of time-independent DFT. The central
new quantity then appearing is a second functional derivative of the single-particle kinetic energy
Ts. If chemical hardness can be treated as a correction to the term involvingTs, then further
analytical progress is effected. Good numerical results testify to the usefulness of invoking the
time-independent DFT within the present context.

1. Introduction

Following the pioneering work of Thomas [1], Fermi [2] and Dirac [3], which has come to
full fruition in modern density functional theory (DFT) [4], Bloch [5] in very early work
set up a hydrodynamic theory, generalizing the Thomas–Fermi statistical method to deal
with time-dependent electron densities. His approach was generalized to embrace modern
DFT, specifically for collective excitations in periodic crystals, by March and Tosi [6]. As to
excitation energies in finite systems, Theophilou [7] used an ensemble theory generalization
of DFT to propose a method for dealing with atoms and molecules. Other approaches to the
same problem have exploited the Rayleigh–Ritz principle for the lowest eigenstate of each
symmetry class [8]. Several authors have reviewed the present status of the time-dependent
density-functional theory (TDDFT) and its application to molecules and clusters [9–12].

Very recently, Petersilkaet al [13] have reopened the approach to excitation energies based
on the calculation of the time-dependent electron density [5, 6]. The idea is to calculate the
shift of the Kohn–Sham eigenvalue differences (which are the poles of the independent particle
response functionχs below) towards the exact excitation energies by means of the fact that
the frequency-dependent linear response function of an interacting finite system has discrete
poles at the exact excitation energies�m = Em−E0 of the system. They are thereby led to an
eigenvalue equation, which we quote below, in terms of characteristic quantities involved in
present practice in TDDFT. These are (a) a non-interacting reference system response function
χs(r, r

′, ω) at frequencyω and (b) a time-dependent exchange–correlation (xc) kernel defined
as

Kxc[ρ](rt, r′t ′) = δVxc(rt)

δρ(r′t ′)
(1)
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whereVxc is the exchange–correlation potential. Their formally exact eigenvalue equation
already referred to then reads for eigenfunctionsζ(r, ω) and eigenvaluesλ(ω), in Fourier
transform on timet :∫

dr dr′
[
χs(x, r;ω)

(
1

|r − r′| +Kxc[ρ](r, r′;ω)
)]
ζ(r′, ω) = λ(ω) ζ(x, ω). (2)

This equation is closely related to the Born approximation to the photoabsorption cross section
of the finite system under consideration. In this respect we can interpret the eigenfunctions
ζ(x, ω) as representing a functional of the induced density corresponding to the excitation�.
That is, the set of eigenfunctions spans the accessible space of electronic densities induced by
the interaction of the system with an external probe (for example, scattered light that transfers
energy and momentum to a finite system). Here, we note that for the true excitation energies
� [13],

λ(�) = 1. (3)

Time-dependent density functional theory is an ideal tool for studying the dynamics of
many-particle systems based on a complete representation in time and space of the exchange–
correlation kernelKxc. If we want to study some excitations in finite systems that do not
involve either localized or fast perturbations as for the case of excitations in atoms, at present
we can make progress from equation (2) by replacingKxc by its low-frequency limitω → 0
[13], which we shall refer to as the ‘adiabatic approximation’ throughout (which should be
valid for a slowly varying potential in time). Some attempts have been made to go beyond
the adiabatic approximation for the time-dependent exchange–correlation kernel [14]. An
important consequence is the appearance of viscoelastic stresses in the electron fluid that
provide a damping mechanism for long-lived collective excitations. These approximations rely
on a knowledge of the dynamical longitudinal and transverse exchange–correlation potentials
for a homogeneous electron gas.

The neglect of dynamical effects in the exchange–correlation kernel is expected to work
reasonable well for the lowest excitations in finite systems (atoms or clusters) [9]. We also
note that in the work of Petersilkaet al [13] a Taylor expansion around the Kohn–Sham
excitation energies of all quantities appearing in equation (2) was made to look for the
‘exact’ excitation energies. Our approach is equivalent within the adiabatic approximation
for Kxc, although the calculational procedure, outlined in section 2, is different. Using the
equation for the chemical potential in time-independent DFT in section 3 we relate the term[
1/(|r − r′|)+Kxc[ρ](r, r′;ω)] appearing in equation (2) to a second functional derivative of

the single-particle kinetic energy. When this is evaluated in the Thomas–Fermi approximation
we arrive at a simple expression for the excitation energies, in terms only of ground state
quantities, which is the main result of this paper, and that produces encouraging results.

2. Practical implementation for finite systems of time-dependent theory

As a practical implementation for finite systems first we define the ket of Kohn–Sham orbital
pairs|φij 〉 as〈r|φij 〉 = φ∗j (r) φi(r). Then the non-interacting linear response function reads
asχs(ω) =

∑
ij (fi − fj ) (|φij 〉〈φij |)/(ω − ωij + iη), whereη → 0+, ωij = εi − εj (j → i

single-particle transition) andfi is the Fermi occupation number of the single-particle Kohn–
Sham orbital characterized by (εi, φi(r)). We are now in a position to solve the eigenvalue
equation (2) by using an expansion of the eigenfunctions of the form|ζ 〉 =∑ij cij |φij 〉, as

cjk −
∑
lm

clm(fj − fk) 〈φjk|K(�)|φlm〉
�− ωlm = 0 (4)
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where the residual electron interaction kernel isK(ω) = 1/(|r − r′|) +Kxc[ρ](r, r′;ω). The
above equation is exact and we can solve it by performing an expansion of all quantities
about one particular Kohn–Sham energy difference. If we now use the adiabatic local density
approximation (ALDA) [12], we have thatK(ω) is frequency independent and the exchange–
correlation contribution is a contact function,K(0) = 1/(|r − r′|)+Kxc[ρ] δ(r−r′)). Defining
Kjk,lm = 〈φjk|K(0)|φlm〉, equation (4) for the excitation energy� reads in the ALDA as∑

lm

(
ωjk δjk δlm + 2Kjk,lm

)
clm = �cjk (5)

where the factor of 2 comes from the spin degeneracy and we are explicitly taking into account
transitions of the typem→ l wherem is occupied andl is unoccupied. For solids this secular
equation becomes an integral equation [15]. The role ofKjk,lm is to introduce collective effects
through the coupling ofk→ j andm→ l transitions.

Now we can make a further approximation that simplifies the calculations, which is to
assume that the real excitation energy� is close to a particular 1→ 2 single-particle transition,
and neglect all other transitions in equation (5); then we obtain

� = ω21 + 2K21,21. (6)

This equation only uses quantities obtained from a single LDA ground-state calculation and
it is very simple to evaluate computationally. We stress that apart from the truncation of
the expansion, two main approximations are necessary to arrive at equation (6): (a) the
frequency-dependent exchange–correlation kernel has to be approximated, and (b) the static
Kohn–Sham orbitals have to be calculated with an approximate static exchange–correlation
potential. Equation (6) is equivalent (within the ALDA) to an equation derived by Petersilka
et al [13], although our derivation is somewhat different.

The correction toω12 is positive for atoms resulting in an increase of the minimum gap
in the system. The positive character of the correction is dictated by the dominant term in the
kernelK, that is, the Coulomb interaction; however if we have a system with strong exchange–
correlation effects the second term could dominate, producing a reduction of the excitation
energy as compared to the independent-particle result. Calculations for some of the higher
energy s→ p excitations of positive ions indicate that the exchange–correlation overcomes the
Coulomb contribution producing a net reduction of the LDA independent-particle excitation
energy. However, we should stress that for these high excitations as well as for extended
systems the Taylor expansion of the response function used to obtain equation (5) is not well
justified.

Promising results were obtained by Petersilkaet al [13] for the lowest excitation energies
of the alkaline-earth atoms and the zinc series using equation (6), and we present in table 1
our own results for the same atoms and for other alkaline and noble gas elements. In the
calculations we have used the parametrization of the correlation energy given by Perdew and
Wang [16], although we have checked that the results are quite insensitive to the specific form
of the local correlation energy functional used. The results are given in the column�LDA . By
comparing with the simple Kohn–Sham eigenvalue differences (the termω21 in equation (6)),
given in the columnωLDA , we notice that the correction term in equation (6) is positive for all
atoms in this table, since the Coulomb repulsion dominates over exchange and correlation in
the kernel. We see this by comparing the columns labelled 1/r12 andKxc, which give precisely
the Coulomb and exchange–correlation contributions to the correction 2K21,21 in equation (6).
These two contributions cancel each other almost exactly for noble gases (Ne, Kr) and noble
gas-like ions (Li+, Rb+), so in these systems�LDA is nearly equal toωLDA . In all cases,
except Cu,ωLDA is lower than the experimental excitation energy, so the correction 2K21,21

acts in the right direction, although in many cases it leads to an overcorrection. The error
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Table 1. Calculated lowest excitation energies� (for s→ p or p→ s single-electron transitions)
of various neutral atoms and positive ions using equation (2) with different approximations for
the kernel, compared with the experiments in [17].� is calculated by looking at the poles of the
response function in two approximations:�LDA in the adiabatic LDA given in equation (6) and�TF
in the Thomas–Fermi model of equation (20).�OEP are the results from equation (6) using for the
single-particle eigenfunctions those obtained in OEP calculations [13]. The corresponding Kohn–
Sham eigenvalue differences (ωLDA andωOEP) are given as well as the results of a self-consistent
1SCF calculation The columns 1/r12 andKxc indicate the Coulomb and exchange–correlation
contributions to the second term in equation (6). All energies are given in Rydbergs.

Expt [17] ωLDA (ωOEP) �LDA (�OEP) 1/r12 Kxc 1SCF �TF

Li (2S→ 2P) 0.136 0.128 0.149 0.083−0.062 0.129 0.203
Li+ (1S→ 1P) 4.573 4.044 4.045 0.042−0.041 4.724 4.110
Be (1S→ 1P) 0.388 0.257 (0.259) 0.399 (0.392) 0.259−0.116 0.331 0.402
Be+ (2S→ 2P) 0.291 0.281 0.330 0.161−0.112 0.281 0.546
Ne (1S→ 1P) 1.225 0.991 0.992 0.055−0.054 1.304 1.000
Mg (1S→ 1P) 0.319 0.249 (0.234) 0.351 (0.327) 0.185−0.083 0.299 0.324
Ca (1S→ 1P) 0.216 0.176 (0.157) 0.263 (0.234) 0.157−0.069 0.211 0.226
Cu (2S→ 2P) 0.280 0.286 0.326 0.083−0.043 0.298 0.319
Zn (1S→ 1P) 0.426 0.352 (0.314) 0.477 (0.422) 0.200−0.075 0.403 0.433
Zn+ (2S→ 2P) 0.449 0.446 0.520 0.138−0.064 0.451 0.518
Kr (1S→ 1P) 0.729 0.665 0.667 0.014−0.012 0.764 0.677
Rb (2S→ 2P) 0.117 0.111 0.124 0.054−0.041 0.113 0.127
Rb+ (1S→ 1P) 1.215 1.169 1.176 0.029−0.022 1.257 1.200
Sr (1S→ 1P) 0.198 0.163 (0.141) 0.241 (0.210) 0.142−0.063 0.193 0.204
Cd (1S→ 1P) 0.398 0.303 (0.269) 0.427 (0.376) 0.192−0.068 0.346 0.372

comes from the approximations made in going from equation (4) to the simple expression of
equation (6), and also from the LDA eigenvalues. Both columnsωLDA and�LDA also contain
results obtained by Petersilkaet al [13] for the divalent atoms using OEP (optimized effective
potential) single-particle orbitals and eigenvalues. The results for�OEP are better than�LDA

because OEP is self-interaction free and embodies the correct asymptotic behaviour for the
potential (−1/r for neutral atoms), whereas the LDA falls off exponentially. The main effect
of the OEP is a reduction of the excitation energy compared to the LDA. The OEP results are
also more accurate than the excitation energies that we have obtained in an LDA calculation
using the1SCF method [18] that evaluates the energy difference between two calculations, for
the ground and excited states of the neutral atom, respectively. From this table we conclude that
a reasonable estimation of the lowest excitation energies of atoms can be obtained very easily
in the ALDA approximation from equation (6). Improvements should go first in the direction
of solving equation (5) directly and also, although more difficult, on including memory and
non-locality effects in the exchange–correlation kernelKxc [14].

3. Introduction of chemical potential equation of time-independent DFT

The success of the above approximate numerical approach to the lowest-excitation energy in
atoms has prompted us to return to the fundamental equation (2) and to seek, for the purposes of
gaining further insight plus a simplification of numerical procedures, its connection with time-
independent density functional theory. The basic equation of that theory is for the chemical
potentialµ, constant throughout the inhomogeneous electron density, be it in atoms, molecules
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or condensed phases [4]:

µ = δTs

δρ(r)
+ Vext(r) + VHartree(r) + Vxc(r). (7)

We next note that if we form the functional derivative ofµwith respect toρ(r′), then it follows
that

δµ

δρ(r′)
− δ2Ts

δρ(r) δρ(r′)
= 1

|r − r′| +
δVxc(r)

δρ(r′)
(8)

and the right-hand side of this equation is just the combination entering equation (2) in the
adiabatic approximation. We therefore rewrite equation (2), in the adiabatic approximation,
solely in terms of the ground-state single-particle kinetic energy functionalTs and the non-
interacting response functionχs:∫

dr dr′
[
χs(x, r;ω)

(
δµ

δρ(r′)
− δ2Ts

δρ(r) δρ(r′)

)]
ζ(r′, ω) = λ(ω) ζ(x, ω) (9)

and we note again that the true excitation energies�, now calculated within this adiabatic
approximation satisfy the relation (3). To gain further insight by analytical progress, we shall
neglect the chemical ‘hardness’δµ/δρ(r′) as a correction to theTs term on the left-hand side
of equation (8). Then our approximate form of the adiabatic limit of the residual interaction
kernelK in equation (2) leads to∫

dr dr′
[
χs(x, r;ω) δ2Ts

δρ(r) δρ(r′)

]
ζ(r′, ω) = −λ(ω) ζ(x, ω) (10)

which is the equation from which the analytical results to be presented below flow.
To this end, let us isolate from equation (10) the integral, defined asI ,

I (x, r′;ω) =
∫

dr χs(x, r;ω) δ2Ts

δρ(r) δρ(r′)
. (11)

While, in current Kohn–Sham approachesχs requires, in principle, an infinite summation
involving the Kohn–Sham orbitals and eigenvalues, in the limitω→ 0, as shown for example
by Kugler [19]

I (x, r′;ω = 0) = δ(x− r′). (12)

Therefore, having proposed the (now approximate) equation (10) for the determination of
the excitation energies, it seems important to utilize the results in equations (11) and (12) by
relatingχs(x, r;ω) to the zero-frequency limitχs(x, r; 0):

χs(x, r;ω)− χs(x, r; 0) ' 2αν9ν(x)9
∗
ν (r)

[
1

ων − ω +
1

ων

]
(13)

where ν denotes the single-particle transition (k → j ) we are looking for,ων = ωjk,
9ν(r) = φ∗k (r) φj (r) andαν is a constant. The function9ν can be obtained by enforcing
the generalizedf -sum rule to be satisfied as in traditional plasmon-pole models in condensed
matter [20]. This expansion can be seen as a Taylor expansion of the independent-particle
response function around each single-particle pole (a particulark → j transition) and it is
known to give good results for some dynamical properties (collective excitations) of atoms
and clusters [9]. Equation (13) will be used later in conjunction with an specific expression
for δ2Ts/(δρ(r) δρ(r

′)).
To make progress in testing equation (10) we return to the original work of Bloch. In the

regime he was considering, one can representTs in the Thomas–Fermi (TF) statistical limit,
namely

Ts = ck
∫
ρ(r)5/3 dr ck = eh̄2

10m

(
3

8π

)2/3

. (14)
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Then, it follows immediately that

δTs

δρ(r)
= 5

3
ckρ(r)

2/3 (15)

and hence

δ2Ts

δρ(r) δρ(r′)
= 10

9
ckρ(r)

−1/3δ(r − r′). (16)

Inserting (16) into equation (10) one is led to an integral equation for the eigenvalue problem
characterized by the ground state densityρ(r); namely

10
9 ck

∫
dr χs(x, r;ω) ρ(r)−1/3ζ(r, ω) = −λ(ω) ζ(x, ω) (17)

the excitation energies� again being given by the requirementλ(�) = 1 on the eigenvalues.
Using the expression in equation (13) together with equation (17) we can write the correction
for the lowest excitation energies in heavy atoms (where the TF limit should be most appropriate
[5]):

20
9 ckαν9ν(x)

[
1

ων −� +
1

ων

] ∫
dr9∗ν (r) ρ(r)

−1/3ζ(r, �) = −λ(�) ζ(x, �). (18)

If we now multiply each side by9∗ν (x) ρ(x)
−1/3, integrate overx and assume that we are at

the excitation energy� (that is, imposeλ(�) = 1), we obtain the following TF expression:

� = ων ων + 2Bν
Bν + ων

(19)

whereBν = (20/9) ckαν
∫

dr9∗ν (r)ρ(r)
−1/39ν(r). Assuming that the true excitation energy

� is not far fromων we can neglectBν in the denominator and we end up with the relation

� ' ων + 2Bν. (20)

This simplified model gives a good estimation of the lowest excitation energies for atoms as we
can see in column�TF in table 1 and, as expected, the approximations work better for heavier
atoms. In fact, except for Li, Be and their ions, the results are of similar quality to�LDA

and1SCF. The good estimation provided by�TF provides ana posteriorijustification for the
two approximations introduced in arriving at equation (20): neglect of hardness contribution
and use of the TF model forTs. In fact, the first of the two approximations seems better
substantiated in conjunction with the second. At the same time, the limitations of the TF
theory lead us to view with reservations the application of equation (20) to light atoms (see
table 1).

4. Summary

After presenting results for the excitation energies of various atoms and positive ions using
the adiabatic approximationω = 0 to the kernelKxc entering equation (2), further insight
has been obtained by combining this equation with the chemical potential equation (8)
of time-independent density functional theory. Then equation (9) follows without further
approximation beyond that of the adiabatic assumption forKxc. However, to obtain practically
handleable and largely analytical results, equation (10) results from the neglect of chemical
hardness relative to the term involving functional derivatives of the single-particle kinetic
energyTs. This equation (10) is central for gaining insight into the characterization of lowest
excitation energies. Two lines of development, given equation (10) as a starting point, have then
been investigated. The first is to invoke the exact integral relations embodied in equations (11)
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and (12), plus an ansatz relating the frequency-dependent response functionχs(r, r
′, ω) to its

zero-frequency limit. The second is, essentially, to return to Bloch’s hydrodynamic theory,
valid for the limit of heavy atoms, leading to equation (17). Numerical consequences for the
lowest excitation energies are encouraging when compared with experiment. Equations (6) and
(20) are expected to also be useful for calculating the lowest excitation energies in molecules
and clusters but not for extended solids where we have a continuous level structure.
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